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Biography
Eve Slattery has successfully represented individuals
and entities in a wide range of matters in federal and
state courts, as well as in government investigations
and before administrative agencies. Her clients include
doctors, nurses, university professors, lawyers, and
corporate executives.
Eve has represented healthcare providers in matters
ranging from fraud and abuse audits, investigations and
prosecutions, to disciplinary actions and debarment
proceedings. She has appeared before the Board of
Registration in Medicine, the Board of Bar Overseers,
and other licensing authorities, and she has also
represented physicians in peer-review proceedings.
Before joining the firm, Eve was a law clerk to the
Honorable Kenneth Laurence of the Massachusetts
Appeals Court and the justices of the Superior Court.
She also served as executive director of an arts center
for five years prior to law school.

Representative experience
Represented Fortune 500 pharmaceutical company in
parallel criminal/civil healthcare investigations by U.S.
Attorney, resulting in full resolution.*
Sued Mass., including Medicaid Program, on behalf of
Ambulance Association for higher reimbursement
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rates; resulted in retroactive rate increases/legal fees.*
Represented a number of foreign medical professionals
seeking local licensing.*
Represented medical professionals in disciplinary
matters before the Board of Registration in Medicine
and other boards, protecting their licenses from
termination or suspension.*
Represented physicians in peer review proceedings.*
Representation of jet aircraft owner in litigation to
revoke acceptance of US$24m corporate jet that
suffered two in-flight engine failures.*

B.A., cum laude, Harvard University,
1985

Memberships
American Health Lawyers
Association
Boston Bar Association, Member
Health Law and Criminal Law
Sections
Women's Bar Association

Bar admissions and
qualifications
Massachusetts
New York

Court admissions
U.S. District Court, District of
Massachusetts
U.S. Court of Appeals, 1st Circuit

